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By Margot Russell

As hard as it might be to believe,
Italians get the gluten thing. It is a
wonderful surprise for gluten-free
people who visit Italy that most
everywhere they go in pasta land
there is at least a rudimentary
understanding of gluten issues.

I

’m standing at an intersection in the heart
of Florence, Italy and truly, I cannot decide
which way to walk because I am hoping
to avoid bakeries, gelato stands, and any
outdoor cafe where I might spy huge
mounds of homemade ravioli and large chunks
of rustic bread. I gave up wheat a year before
as a newly minted celiac and I’d never admitted
how much I hated it until I got to Italy. The only
way I could avoid seeing the Pillsbury Dough Boy
everywhere I looked was to avoid looking.
Half the reason anyone goes to Italy is to bathe
their every sense in food. You’ve barely dropped
your suitcase in your room before running down
the street to find the closest charming restaurant,
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and as you casually walk by what catches your
eye is penne pasta bathed in a meat sauce with
cream, parmesan and mushrooms spilling off
the sides. As you wait for a table, the smell of
bread wafts in gentle streams from the kitchen
to your nose, and you imagine the feel of a torn
piece of ciabatta in your hands as you dip it into
a small dish of olive oil, of which several small
black olives and fresh herbs have been sparingly
added.

gluten-free people who visit Italy that most
everywhere they go in pasta land there is at least
a rudimentary understanding of gluten issues.
Italians are tested for celiac disease before they
start kindergarten and given that food is a way of
life in their culture, they see no reason for anyone
to be deprived of eating well.
Not only are Italians tested for gluten issues
before kindergarten, but anyone who is deemed
intolerant is given a state subsidy to compensate
for the higher cost of gluten-free foods. They’re
also given more vacation time to seek out foods
that they can eat. And really, if that isn’t enough,
there is an actual Italian law that requires glutenfree food to be available in schools, hospitals,
and other public
places.

To me, good bread alone is a perfectly acceptable
reason to visit Italy.
But that will not be my task this week in Florence. I
am visiting my daughter on her semester abroad
in college and I am
determined not
to feel deprived
and enjoy myself.
It’s just food, I say!
I told her I’d be
stoic when I got
there, but she
lived in my busy
kitchen growing
up and she had
her doubts.

Truly, I wonder if
all this attention
heaped on celiacs
in Italy might have
something to do
with a collective
sadness for their
plight. The Italian
preoccupation
with wheat may
go back virtual
centuries, and it
is arguably the
most
revered
food in Italian
cookery. Italians
eat more than
sixty pounds of
pasta a year-40
pounds more than Americans-- and there are
more than 350 shapes of dried pasta to boil,
including tubes and bow ties and tennis rackets.

Although it is
true I put my
head down on
the table the first
meal I ordered
in Florence and
tearfully declared
to the waiter
that I could not
consume any wheat “senza glutine,” beautiful,
delicious things were brought to my table all
week at a dozen different restaurants and by
Sunday I declared that I could stay in the land of
pasta forever.

Food is a passion in Italy, a shared quest and
endlessly discussed. It’s the thing that pastes
an Italian to a map and declares they belong
to a family or a city or a region. Its history is a

As hard as it might be to believe, Italians get
the gluten thing. It is a wonderful surprise for
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have me travel all this way to eat rice
cakes. My waiters look saddened but
hopeful when I explain “senza glutine”
and they march out plates of creamy
risotto cooked in a gluten-free broth,
bowls of thick lentil soup, gooey
pieces of pizza with a gluten-free
crust and friendly pasta with the best
tomato sauce I’ve ever had.
In the markets, I buy big purple grapes,
yellow apricots and tangerines.
The pharmacies, as promised, carry
gluten-free crackers and breads, and
I bring them along to cocktail hour
at cozy osterias so I can indulge in
plates of antipasto and local cheeses.
Undoubtedly, the best surprise was
eating endless globs of gelato—
sometimes twice a day-- at a chain
gelateria where a special scoop is
used to serve up gluten-free flavors
for celiacs.
giant gastronomic picture spanning 3,000 years,
where foreign cultures and conquerors marched
in, bringing new ingredients like wheat, spinach
and tomatoes. After the fall of Rome, when
Italy became a collection of city-states, regional
cooking and traditions began to surface and
identified locales: Tuscany was known for its
polenta and its beef; provolone and mozzarella
were developed in the south; Milan was known
for its risotto, Bologna for its tortellini. And bread,
that simple and sustaining food, varies from
region to region in Italy--even city to city, maybe
street to street, each with its own process, and
ingredients and traditions.

Never once do I get sick-- the telltale signs of a
migraine and stomach cramps dragging me to
bed. I march around Italy feeling happy and
content.
Like Julius Caesar, I feel like I have conquered
something big.
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There is an Italian saying: “Without bread,
everyone is an orphan.”
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Banished from bread while I am traveling through
Italy, it is easy to feel like an orphan, that I cannot
share in wheat’s political and cultural history; that
the baker doesn’t bake for me. The Italians won’t
have any of it, though. They were not going to
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